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Quiz: 
Fake news or real news? 
5 questions
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1
False  
Source: Politifact  
https://bit.ly/3lLGO7A 

“The table featured in the Facebook post doesn’t show that 
mask use is correlated with the spread of the coronavirus. In 
fact, it shows the opposite: more people who tested 
negative for the coronavirus reported that they "always" wore 
masks than people who tested positive.”

2
False  
Source: Factcheck.org 
https://bit.ly/33VMYM8

“The quote is formatted to appear as closed-captioning text 
for a video address that Trump recorded while in Walter Reed 
National Military Medical Center and shared in an Oct. 3 
tweet. A review of that four-minute video shows he never 
made the statement falsely attributed to him.”

3
Half true 
Source: Politifact 
https://bit.ly/3GJDt3a 

“…countries with a higher percentage of population fully 
vaccinated had a higher rate of new COVID-19 cases per 1 
million people.” However… 

“The study’s conclusion was not that vaccinations don’t 
impact infection, but that steps such as masking and social 
distancing should be used along with vaccination to fight 
the pandemic.”

4
False 
Source: Washington Post 
Fact-checker 
https://wapo.st/351v1Lo

“One person arrested, Gabriel Rench, is a Moscow 
Republican running for Latah County Commission against 
incumbent Moscow Democrat Tom Lamar in November’s 
election. He was arrested but not charged with refusing to 
identify himself to police when they asked for an 
identification card. Rench is the person being arrested in the 
video posted…”

5
True  
Source: Politifact 
https://bit.ly/37cWmwO 

“The CDC’s online guide for glove use recommends wearing 
them when cleaning or caring for someone who is sick. It 
expressly notes gloves are a bad choice for running 
errands.”

https://bit.ly/3lLGO7A
https://bit.ly/33VMYM8
https://bit.ly/3GJDt3a
https://wapo.st/351v1Lo
https://bit.ly/37cWmwO








“The ideal subject of totalitarian rule 
is not the convinced Nazi or the 
convinced Communist, but people for 
whom the distinction between fact and 
fiction (i.e. the reality of experience) 
and the distinction between true and 
false (i.e. the standards of thought) no 
longer exist.” 

—Hannah Arent, 1951



Source: Reuters

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-disinformation-idUSKBN2BS0RZ?taid=606af4c8a0a3570001acce1f&utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter


Source: Public Religion Research Institute

https://www.prri.org/research/qanon-conspiracy-american-politics-report/










problematic content; as different from “real 
news”

fake news as 

critique of “mainstream media”1
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fake news as 

critique of “mainstream media”1



Buzzfeed 

November 16, 2016 
(13 days after the election)



First mention of “fake news” from Trump on Twitter 

December 10, 2016 (about a month after the election)



Trump calls CNN “fake news” at his first press 
conference since Election Day. 

January 11, 2017 (9 days before inauguration)



https://trends.google.com/

https://trends.google.com/


https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/reddit-ngram/

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/reddit-ngram/




information operations
misinformation

disinformationpropaganda

low-quality news 
content

junk news

false news

problematic content; as different from “real 
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What is fake?
What is news?

fake news as 
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fake news is 

“…more than a widening of 
partisanship and the misleading 
use of social media to spread 
disinformation; it’s about the 
social sharing of trust, 
credibility, and evidence in the 
making of an informed citizenry.”



Empower users

Make structural changes

How do we address it?
1

2



Empower users

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/

By Mike Caulfield 
Aka @holden

(with literacy)

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/


Facts

Claims about which there is 
  
(1) general agreement by  
(2) people in the know.

<simplest definition>



Facts
• Not all claims are statements of fact. Some are 

arguments, opinions, or beliefs. 

• Fact-checking begins by asking if a source of 
information is in a position to know (different from 
assessing “bias” — though that matters too). 

• Facts are not the same thing as truth. However, facts 
help us assess truth and thus give important shape to 
our realities.



Empower users

3. Read laterally 

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/

1. Look for previous work

2. Go upstream

By Mike Caulfield 
Aka @holden

(with WEB literacy)

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/




1. Look for previous work

“When fact-checking a particular claim, quote, or article, the 
simplest thing you can do is to see if someone has already done 
the work for you.”



1. Look for previous work

“When fact-checking a particular claim, quote, or article, the 
simplest thing you can do is to see if someone has already done 
the work for you.”



2. Go upstream

“Most web content is not original. Get to the original source to 
understand the trustworthiness of the information.”



2. Go upstream

“Most web content is not original. Get to the original source to 
understand the trustworthiness of the information.”



3. Read laterally 

“Once you get to the source of a claim, read what other people say 
about the source (publication, author, etc.). The truth is in the 
network."







Make structural changes
1. Professional fact-checking
2. Demonetizing bad content
3. Better content moderation
4. Regulation



1. Professional fact-checking

Make structural changes

Institutions: universities, news agencies, advocacy groups



2. De-monetizing bad content
Institutions: platforms (Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon), government, 
advocacy groups

Make structural changes



3. Better content moderation
Institutions: platforms (Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon), tech companies

Make structural changes



4. Regulation
Institutions: government

Make structural changes



fake news?

What is the future of



Deep fakes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bE1KWpoX9Hk


Resources for combating fake news
jasonluther.net/fakenews

http://jasonluther.net/fakenews

